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Agenda

- What is PILIP?
- Update from October 2019 PNP
- Launch of Pharmacopeial Forum Advisory Board
- Current PILIP work
- Discussion
What is the Public Input Lifecycle and Impact Program (PILIP)?

PILIP Goals

- Improve USP’s public input processes, and subsequently USP’s standards, through more effective stakeholder outreach and timely engagement that ensures USP standards reflect user needs and constraints, and ultimately are fit for purpose.

- Develop new, research-based Forum tools and comment mechanisms that integrate the public input processes and systems with transforming standards development processes and systems
  - Conduct both internal and external research
  - Understand the unique needs of stakeholders, especially around communication
Listening to stakeholder feedback

- Two breakout sessions were held in October 2019, resulting in rich stakeholder input.
  - Stakeholders voted for each suggestion’s priority with check marks

- Internal PILIP team has reviewed and discussed stakeholder input and prioritization

- Information from stakeholders has been incorporated into PILIP requirements planning

- But we have committed to building this with stakeholders and we know we need more input and partnership
Follow on success of Customer Advisory Board for USP-NF

- USP formed the CAB with the launch of the new USP-NF platform. The collaboration, feedback and insights provided have proven to be exceptionally valuable to USP
  - Want to harness the same principals for PILIP
  - Since the October PNP, the USP PILIP team has been poring over the research and feedback

- Comment form content is our first focus
  - PILIP team has incorporated the primary research from Phase 1, input from CPI PT and PNP, and are looking to PFAB to help us complete requirements and ensure usability
  - Design is a later step in the process

- Will follow up by email after this meeting
  - Link to participation form to gather information
Current PILIP work

- Detailed briefings
  - Beginning to pilot

- Assembly of research findings and input to drive requirements gathering
  - Gap analysis to target PFAB work
  - Coordination with other USP initiatives

- Foundational work is occurring right now
  - This work will set the stage for the PILIP solutions and lead to user realized benefit
Thank You